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The Sun and preplanetary nebula (PPN) are believed to ha- 
ve been formed by the gravitational collapse of the molecular 
cloud fragments. Collapae calculations show that one part of 
the accreting matter was displaced from the inner (star forming) 
regions of the PPN to coller ones and the other part of the in- 
teratellar matter was transported inward, into central regions 
of the PPN. Carbon is regarded to contain in the solid phase of 
the molecular clouds and oxygen is distributed between gas and 
dust more uniformly. On the basis of the prominent peak cente- 
red near 2200 most astrophysics (e.g. C1-31) consider graphite 
(or graphitic carbon) to be the principal carbon containing 
compound of the molecular clouds. It is believedC2,41 that main 
oxygen-containing minerals in the dust are hydrosilicates (and/ 
or amorphous silicates), oxides and water ice. 

Chemical equilibrium calculations on the stability of car- 
bon-containing minerals carried out by Lewis J.S. et al.151 for 
a system with solar elemental abundances over a wide T-P range 
showed that graphite in the PPN is unstable; therefore we may 
expect gasification of the interstellar graphite in the PPM. Ta- 
king into account abundances of the major gases in PPN C6,71, 
thermodsnamics and kinetics of the reactions between carbon and 
CO, ~ ~ 0 ;  Hp C81 it should be expected that the reaction 

C(s) + H2°(8) = CO 
( g )  + H2(g) 

dominates in the gasification of the interstellar carbon. 
The kineticsvof the reaction between various forms of car- 

bon and water vapour have been studied in a wide P-T range r8- 
131. Although there is aome disagreement in the interpretation 
of the mechanism of the reaction the latter is described by 
Langmuir type equation. 

On the basis of available kinetic data and P-T profiles of 
the PPN C14,151 and taking into account the abundances of the 
gases in PPN we evaluate the rate of the reaction in various 
PPB regions. Our ca culations show that carbon gasification with B water vapour for40 years (residence time of gases in PPB) is 
effective in regions where Tag00 K (Pig.?) and in the cooler 
regions carbon will exist in the solid state. 

Mineralogy and chemistry of the enstatite and iron meteo- 
rites cannot be explained in terms of consideration of solar 
composition gas. It has been shown Cl6J that condensation of 
these meteorites is possible in regions of PPN where C/O ratio 
was higher then the solar value (0,6). Khodakovsky I.L.Cl7lpro- 
posed "reducingtt1 nebular model. Transport ratea of the dust 
and gas was considered and a scheme for the local increase of 
the C/O ratio in the PPW gas phase was given in E181. The data 
obtained in the present work permit us to propose a physico- 
chemical basis for this mechanism. 

The mechanism is as following. The interstellar matter ac- 
creting in the outer parts of the PPB settles down at the cent- 
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ral plane of the disk and is transported to the inner regiona. 
In the outer parts of the PPH evaporation of the water ice (TN 
150 K) and dehydration of the hydrosilicate (T-600 K) take place. 
The gasification of the interstellar carbon begins after the dust 
is transported to the regions with ~ 3 9 0 0  K. One may expect that 
this process should lead to higher C/O ratio in the PPH gas pha- 
se and to condensation of Pe-Ni alloy, daubreelite, oabornite, 
and some other minerals of enstatite and iron meteorites. 

At relatively low temperatures graphitic carbon is trans- 
formed (without gasification) into a fragile porous matter C12 1. 
It is likely that a part of this matter is consequently trans- 
formed into organic matter C191 and/or dispersed in the form of 
the tiny particles due to the impact processes. The isotopic ano- 
malies of Xe, K r ,  C considered as peculiar to the carbonaceous 
matter indicate the presence of interstellar carbon in the regi- 
on of the formation of the carbonaceous chondrites. 
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